The zinc/bromine (Zn/Br2) flow battery has received much interest as a rechargeable power source because of its good energy density, high cell voltage, high degree of reversibility, and abundant low cost reactants (1) (2) (3) (4) . Problems with the Zn/Br2 battery include high cost electrodes, material corrosion, the formation of dendrites during zinc deposition on charge, high self-discharge rates, unsatisfactory energy efficiency, and relatively low cycle life (400-600 cycles) (2, 4, 5) . Experimental and modeling efforts have been conducted to alleviate these problems.
Several companies, including Energy Research Corporation (ERC), Gould, and Exxon have developed this battery by building and testing various designs (1) . The Exxon design (3, (6) (7) (8) , which uses a corrosion resistant carbon-plastic composite material for the electrodes, a separator, and a second liquid phase to complex the bromine in the electrolyte to prevent it from participating in the self-discharge reaction, effectively deals with most of the problems mentioned earlier. The main concerns at present are to improve battery efficiency and increase cycle life (1, 2) without sacrificing the attractive low cost of the battery. The experimental approach for obtaining the design variables and operating conditions that yield acceptably high efficiencies and cycle lives can be time consuming and costly. Modeling the system can reduce the experimentation required by pointing out to the experimenter the independent design parameters and how they can be changed to better the cell performance.
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Several mathematical models of the Zn/Br2 cell and a mathematical model of a stack of cells have been presented (4, (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . These models have provided researchers with a means to study the various aspects of the Zn/Br2 cell and gain a greater understanding of the physical phenomena affecting the performance of this battery. The models by Lee and Selman (9), Evans and White (14) , and Van Zee et al. (12) provide predictions for many aspects of the Zn/Br2 cell and battery of interest to designers. These predictions include the current density distributions along the electrode surfaces, the overall battery efficiency, and round trip cell efficiencies. The models reviewed here are all steady-state models and macroscopic in nature. Microscopic models which focus on dendrite initiation and growth during electrodeposition have also been presented (15) (16) (17) with one model by Lee (11) which combines a macroscopic model (9) of the Zn/Br2 flow reactor with a microscopic model describing dendrite growth. These microscopic models, which have contributed much to the understanding of dendrite growths and to the steps which can be taken to reduce their adverse effects, are kept separate from the macroscopic models addressed here and have already been discussed elsewhere (11) .
Models of the Zn/Br2 cell and a stack of cells are based on the recirculation system shown in Fig. 1 and on the parallel plate geometry of an individual cell shown in Fig. 2 . Aqueous electrolyte solutions containing reactive species (see Table I for a typical feed composition) are stored in external tanks and circulated through each cell in the stack. Each cell contains two electrodes at which reversible electrochemical reactions occur. Sometimes, a porous layer or flow-through porous region is used for the bromine electrode (not shown in Fig. 2 ). The electrochemical reactions that are assumed to occur (2) (3) (4) are, at the bromine electrode 2Br-~-Br2 + 2 e- [1] and at the zinc electrode
Zn ~+ + 2e-~ Zn [2] To charge the battery, either a constant voltage or a constant current is applied to the stack and energy is stored as Zn and Br2. During charge, the reduction of bromine Br2 + 2e----> 2Br- [3] at the zinc electrode is an undesired side reaction which competes with zinc deposition and is important to include in the modeling (13) . The gap between the positive and negative electrodes, in which electrolyte flows, is usually divided by a porous separator to prevent Br2 from reaching the zinc electrode where it participates in the undesirable reaction [3] . A second liquid phase, organic and known as the "red oil" phase in the Exxon design (3, (6) (7) (8) , is circulated with the electrolyte to capture bromine and further prevent it from reaching the zinc electrode. The organic phase contains complexing agents like quaternary ammonium salts with which the bromine associates to form an emulsion (2) . This emulsion, which is insoluble in water and has a different density than water, travels with the aqueous electrolyte to the storage tank where it is gravitationally separated. Thus, the bromine is effectively stored. In the bulk aqueous electrolyte solution, complexation of Br-and Br2 to form tri-bromide ions (Br3-) occurs (18) according to Br2 + Br-~ Br3- [4] In addition, zinc ions can react with bromide in the electrolyte to form several different zinc-bromine complexes (19) (20) (21) Etectrotyte
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Zn ~+ + Br-~ ZnBr + [5] Zn ~+ + 2Br-~ ZnBr2 [6] Zn 2+ + 3Br-~ ZnBr3- [7] Zn -~+ + 4Br-~ ZnBr, 2 [8] Other species, in addition to those listed in Table I and which appear in reactions [5] - [8] , probably exist as postulated by Hsie et at. (19, 20) . The extent to which these zinc species are present and influence cell performance is assumed negligible in all of the models (4, 9-14) pesented so far. Discharge occurs when the battery is connected to a load and the backward directions of reactions [1] and [2] take place at the positive and negative electrodes, respectively.
Discussion
The models of the Zn/Br~ electrochemical reactor (4, (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) have been developed to understand the physical phenomena occurring and to determine how cell performance can be improved. These models have been used to investigate the relative importance of the species transport, electrokinetics, cell geometry, operating conditions, secondary electrode reactions, and chemical reactions in the electrolyte bulk on cell performance. Key design considerations such as the thickness of the separator, the initial electrolyte concentration, the electrolyte flow rate, the applied cell potential or current, and the thickness of the porous bromine electrode have been addressed by the various models. Model developments have shown which quantities and groups of quantities are the independent adjustable parameters of the cell and model predictions have shown how these parameters can be adjusted to improve cell performance. The model by Putt (4) was developed to provide a rational approach for optimizing the Gould design and for later scale-up. A similar model, developed by Lee and Selman (9) , is used to examine the effects of certain design parameters on the current density distribution along the electrode surfaces. Lee (11) extended Lee and Selman's model (9) to obtain the approximate time dependent behavior of the current density distribution. He went on to link his macroscopic model with a microscopic model, describing the growth of zinc dendrites, to determine how to reduce dendrite growth rates in the flow system. Van Zee et al. (12) have developed a simplified model of the entire Zn/Br2 battery to determine how overall efficiency can be increased by changing certain design conditions. The models by Mader and White (13) and Evans and White (14) are similar to the models of Putt (4) and Lee and Selman (9) but make different simplifying assumptions. Their models attempt to include as many of the cell features in the model as is possible because of the belief that a detailed model will yield the most realistic and useful predictions for use by cell designers. As the Zn/Br2 battery technology has progressed, the need to model different aspects of this battery has arisen. For example, the dendrite problem has been one of the major obstacles in the development of a viable Zn/Br2 system, therefore prompting the work of Putt (4) and Lee (11) . These models (4, 9-14), with their different predictive capabilities, have been developed to meet the changing needs in the development of the Zn/Br2 system and to 
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Since all of the models discussed here are steady-state models, the accumulation term (Oc]Ot) is set equal to zero. Using dilute solution theory (22) , the flux of species i (N~) may be written as
where the three terms on the right-hand side of Eq. [10] represent convection, diffusion, and migration, respectively. The term R, in Eq. [9] , represents production of species i due to chemical reaction and is used, for example, to account for the complexing of the bromine, reaction [4] . The production of species due to electrochemical reactions that occur at the flat electrodes is incorporated into the boundary conditions of the models. These electrochemical reactions are usually assumed to follow a Butler-Volmer type rate expression (23) i, = i,,j.re, II(0i,,>),iJi exP/R~%) l -<~<.~F \1
- [11] where ij is the faradaic current density due to electrochemical reaction j, 0i.o is the dimensionless local surface concentration of species i, and ~lJ is the local overpotential (i.e., the potential driving force for the electrochemical reaction j) ~j = V -r -Uj.ref [12] For those models considering only one reaction at each electrode, ij in Eq. [11] is simply equal to i, the total faradaic current density. Each model is presented by explaining its origin, purpose, governing equations, and important predictions and their relation to the design of the Zn/Br2 system. The thin diffusion layer models [i.e., the models of Putt (4), Lee and Selman (9, 10) , and Lee (11) ] are discussed first. The battery model presented by Van Zee et al. (12) is reviewed next, followed by a review of the recent models of Mader and White (13) and Evans and White (14) . Table  II gives a summary comparison of the features included in these models.
Thin diffusion layer models.--The models by Putt (4), Lee and Selman (9, 10) , and Lee (11) are sometimes referred to as thin diffusion layer models (24) . They include the assumption that the concentrations of the species in the flow channels remain constant, over the channel gaps and entire reactor length, except within thin diffusion layers adjacent to the electrode surfaces. This simplifying assumption was first introduced in a model of a parallel plate electrochemical reactor by Parrish and Newman (25) and seems reasonable for low conversions per pass. However, White et al. (24) have pointed out the shortcomings of this assumption, especially the fact that models which include this assumption cannot predict the conversion per pass of a reactant. Hence, many cell performance criteria important to cell designers such as cell efficienices, as defined by Mader and White (13), cannot be determined with the thin diffusion layer models.
For these models, Eq. [9] and [10] are simplifidd for the electrolyte bulk and diffusion layers as follows. For the electrolyte bulk, Eq. [9] and [10] reduce to the twodimensional Laplace equation
Wqb(x, y) -0 [13] since uniform composition is assumed. For the thin diffusion layers, the migration of species is assumed negligible, relative to convection and diffusion. This assumption is based on Levich's (26) work which showed that the migration term can be neglected when excess supporting electrolyte is present. This assumption and the assumption that no homogeneous reactions occur are used to reduce Eq. [9] and [10] to the well known convective diffusion equation (22) OCi = D. 02el Vx Ox , OY 2 [14] To calculate ~p within the thin diffusion layers, Eq. {13] must then be used. As White et al. (24) have pointed out, this use of Eq. [13] may have little effect on the predicted potential in the diffusion layers but because the overall effect may be significant, the electrochemical reaction rate depends exponentially on the solution potential. The models of Putt (4) and Lee and Selman (9) have been used to investigate methods of smoothing the current density distribution along the negative (zinc) electrode surface. During charge, and under certain operating conditions such as a high charging rate, the deposited metal may exhibit areas of roughness as well as protrusions. The worst case of such nonuniform deposition is the formation and growth of long needle-like metallic protrusions called dendrites. Due to spherical diffusion to the dendrite tip, among other factors, dendrites can rapidly propagate, reaching deeper into the electrolyte, and may even span the gap between the elec- trodes and short the cell. Also dendrites may cause separator damage and may result in decreased cell capacity due to loss of active material (17) . It has been reported that the dendrite problem is more severe at higher current densities (4) . Hence, it is desirable to have a uniform current density distribution so that there are no localized areas having current densities substantially higher than the average. The models by Putt (4) and Lee and Selman (9) can be used to provide the design criteria for achieving the optimum current density distribution. Putt's model, which is limited to the charge half cycle, can be used to predict the current and potential distributions along the electrodes given the total current to the cell, electrode dimensions, electrode and electrolyte conductivities, and the electrode kinetic parameters. The model consists of a set of algebraic, integral, and partial differential equations which are solved iteratively. The cell geometry considered is the same as that shown in Fig. 2 . Putt used this geometry even though his positive electrode was a flow-through porous electrode (4).
Putt's model is based on Eq. [9] and [10] and on conservation of charge. The separator is treated as a region of electrolyte whose dimensions are such that its ionic resistivity is that of the separator (i.e., the concept of an "effective separator thickness" is used). The terminal connections are located on the electrodes at the electrolyte exits (i.e., trailing ends). The kinetics of the zinc electrode and the porous bromine electrode are assumed to obey the linear form of the Butler-Volmer equation for flat plate electrodes
The iterative solution procedure begins by using guesses of the faradaic current densities i2(x) and i3(x), where is(x) is the current density in the electrolyte adjacent to the negative electrode and i3(x) is the current density in the electrolyte adjacent to the positive electrode. Conservation of charge is applied at the negative and positive electrodes to obtain the electronic current densities il(x) and i4(x), respectively. For example, conservation of charge for the negative electrode is written as
The electrode potentials, apl(X) and aPt(x), are calculated from i](x) and i4(x) using Ohm's law for the electrodes given the ionic resistivity of the electrode material and the porosity of the porous positive electrode. That is, to account for the porous nature of the positive electrode, Putt divided the electronic current density, i4(x), by the porosity to calculate ap4(x). Laplace's equation, Eq. [13] , is used to calculate the solution potential, aP. Once aPl, aP4, and aP have been calculated, the overpotential at each electrode is calculated according to Eq. [12] . A concentration overpotential term (22) is included in the calculation of the overpotential for the negative electrode to account for the effect of the limited mass transfer of the Zn ~+ ions to the electrode surface where they undergo reduction to zinc. An analytical solution to Eq. [14] is used to obtain the concentration of the zinc ions at the electrode surface and this concentration is then used to calculate the concentration overpotential. Next, Eq. [15] is used to obtain new estimates of the faradaic current density distributions, i2(x) and i3(x). The calculation process is repeated until successive estimates of is(x) and ia(x) differ by less than some prescribed tolerance. Putt used his model to determine the important design criteria for smoothing the current density distribution along the negative electrode surface. Lowering zinc bromide concentration, increasing the channel gaps, using thicker electrodes, and impeding the electrode kinetics (by lowering the value of [3 in Eq. [15] ) and mass transfer (by decreasing the zinc ion diffusion coefficient) are methods which were shown to achieve relatively smooth current density distributions. A current density of 40 mA/cm 2 and an electrode length of 30.48 cm were input into the model to obtain the results reported. Minimums in the current density distributions were detected at distances approximately 13% from the leading edge (where the electrolyte enters) to the trailing edge (where the electrolyte exits) of the electrode. It is at this position where the combined effects of concentration polarization and electrode resistance seem to have the most influence.
Some simplifying assumptions made in the development of Putt's model should be questioned. The linear form of the Butler-Volmer equation used by Putt applies only at small values of the overpotential. This assumption becomes invalid when overpotentials are necessarily large during high rate charging. The porous bromine electrode should not be treated as a fiat plate electrode because the electrokinetics and mass transport in both cases will be substantially different. Evans and White (14) , for example, have shown that it is important to include the electrokinetic and mass-transfer effects within the porous layer in the modeling. Concerning the solution technique, Putt notes that his iterative scheme becomes erratic at times and thus convergence to the solution may be difficult for some cases. To handle this convergence problem, Putt used a weighted average of the previous iterate, i2(x)k-1, and the current iterate,
Thus, only small changes in successive iterates result and it is resonable to assume that the convergence is quite slow in some in.stances. Similar to Putt's model, Lee and Selman's (9) model was developed to predict current density distributions and, in particular, to determine the effects of the separator and terminal resistances on these distributions. The geometry considered is the parallel plate design shown in Fig. 2 . The current densities and reactant concentrations along the positive and negative electrodes as well as the current density in the separator as a function of the dimensionless axial (x-direction) distance are calculated given the cell dimensions, operating conditions, kinetic parameters, and physical constants. The model consists of integral and algebraic equations which are solved using orthogonal collocation.
The governing equations for Lee and Selman's model are developed from Eq. [9] and [10] . Transport of species in the separator is assumed to occur by migration only and Ohm's law is used to describe the current-potential relationship in the separator. Equations [13] and [14] are used to obtain the solution potential and the reactant concentration profiles in the thin diffusion layers, respectively. As in Putt's model, the terminal effect is accounted for by using the current balance, Eq. [16] , and subsequently using Ohm's law for the electrodes to relate the electronic current density to the electrode potential. Lee and Selman incorporated Ohm's law for the electrode directly into the derivative of Eq. [16] to obtain the following equation
Using boundary conditions consistent with the common assumptions of thin diffusion layer models, analytical solutions have been obtained for Eq- [13] , [14] , and [18] . Lee and Selman used these analytical solutions, which are integral equations involving the current density, in their model to calculate the two-dimensional (x, y) electrolyte potential profile, the one-dimensional (x) reactant concentration profile, and the one-dimensional (x) electrode potential profile. Ohm's law for the separator is used to relate the solution potential on either border of the separator to the current density in the separator Ss . apsep,c(X) -r zsep(x) [19] Ksep Equation [11] is used to calculate electrochemical reaction rates at the electrode surfaces. A concentration overpotential term is included in Eq. [12] as in Putt's work.
An overall current balance, which states that the total current passing through the anode must also pass through the separator and then through the cathode, is used to complete the equation set. The dimensionless equations are solved using orthogonal collocation. The dimensionless parameters in Lee and Selman's model which were found to govern the current density distributions are T, io*, and Rt, for each flow channel, and the quantities 0, Re, Rs, and <i*>, for the cell. T and io* represent the ratio of electrical resistance to masstransfer resistance in the electrolyte and the ratio of mass-transfer resistance to kinetic resistance, respectively. Re represents the mass-transfer effect in one channel relative to the other channel, and 0 is a dimensionless ratio of cell length to channel gap. The parameters Rt and R~ characterize the terminal and separator effects, respectively. Lee and Selman (9) describe Rt as a measure of the electrical resistance of an electrode relative to the mass-transfer resistance in the particular flow channel. Similarly, R~ can be thought of as a measure of the electrical resistance of the separator, relative to the masstransfer resistance. Lee and Selman show that there exists an optimum value for Rt for a given average current density. High and low values of Rt result in very nonuniform current density distributions. High values of R~ were shown to smooth the current density distribution but at the expense of the cell potential. The ratio of average current density to the smallest average limiting current density, <i*>, was found to be the most important parameter affecting the current density distribution. In general, smoother current density distributions were obtained from the model for lower values of <i*>.
By changing these dimensionless parameters in their model, Lee and Selman discovered several significant features about the current density along the electrodes. When terminal effects are appreciable and the current collector tab is mounted on the electrodes at the electrolyte entrance, the current density is highest at this point and continually decreases away from the terminals as expected. However, if the current collector tab is mounted at the trailing end of the electrode and terminal resistance is appreciable, the current distribution along the electrode surface becomes more level with a minimum current density occurring between the entrance and t~ailing ends of the electrode. This observation agrees with Putt's findings. In addition, when both terminal effects and separator resistance are considered, the current distribution is further smoothed almost to the point where a plot of current density vs. axial distance is a straight horizontal line [see Fig. 2 in (9) ]. The model is used to show that, if the current collector tabs are properly located, then cells operating at high rates (i.e., at relatively large current densities) do not necessarily display current maldistribution along the electrodes, as is often thought to be the case. Also, the model predictions also show that there exists a flow velocity and reactant concentration in each channel which optimizes the current distribution for the characteristics of the given electrode reaction. Lastly, cell dimensions and applied potential were found to influence strongly the average current density, as confirmed and studied in detail by Mader and White (13) .
Lee and Selman's (9) model is more complete than Putt's model in the sense that fewer simplifying assumptions are made. For example, the terminal tabs are not assumed to be located at the cell exit ends, the separator is treated as a separate cell region and not as an "effective" span of electrolyte, and Eq. [11] as opposed to Eq. [15] is used. However, in Lee and Selman's model, the assumption that transport occurs by migration only in the separator may lead to large errors when significant concentration differences exist between the anolyte and catholyte, giving rise to a large diffusion contribution to the flux there. The models of Putt (4) and Lee and Selman (9) may be used to test the assumption of constant current density along the electrode surfaces made in the development of other parallel plate electrochemical zeactor models (10-14, 27-29).
Lee and Selman's (9) model has been extended by Lee (11) to obtain estimates of the time dependent behavior of the Zn/Br2 cell. Such predictions are useful because it is important to know how the cell performance changes over time. For example, it is desirable to keep the energy efficiency of the system near its optimum value throughout the discharge, and have it drop off only at the very end of the discharge. Lee (11) considered an entire halfcell system, either the positive flow channel and its corresponding anolyte storage tank or the negative flow channel and its corresponding catholyte storage tank. Time propagation is simulated by running consecutive steady-state cases, as was done by Lee et al. (30) in earlier work.
Lee modified the steady-state model (9) to include conditions which govern the changes occurring over successive time intervals. Two overall material balances, one on the cell channel and one on the corresponding storage tank, are combined to yield the following expression for the concentration change with time
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[ <i>tl ] % = % + ~(t2 -"tl) [ nF + <Nsep>tl [20] In Eq. [20] , <i> is the average current density calculated from the current density distribution obtained from the steady-state model (9) at the conditions of time t, <N~e~> is the flux of the species entering the channel from the separator. This quantity is estimated Using the average transference number of the species and the separator current density obtained from the steady-state model (9) at time t,. For the catholyte channel, Lee also accounted for the changing thickness of the zinc deposit as time progresses, its influence on the electrolyte velocity in the channel, and its subsequent effect on the concentration profile in the thin diffusion layer.
Lee (11) used his model to show several time dependent effects of the design criteria on cell performance. He showed that the average cell current will degrade faster when the cell is operated at higher applied voltages. Near the end of charge, as reactant concentrations dwindle and polarization becomes severe, increasing flow velocity was shown to prolong cell life (i.e., by sustaining the average current density at a fairly high level) because it improves the mass transfer of the reactants. Also, the unevenness of the zinc deposit was found to become quite considerable (e.g., 40 tLm differences) after long periods of charging (e.g., 6h).
A thin diffusion layer model for predicting corrosion rates in compartmented flow cells, as shown in Fig. 2 , has also been presented by . The model is used to study the corrosion rate of zinc during charge by the reaction product of the positive electrode, bromine. The model consists of a set of algebraic and partial differential equations which are solved analytically to yield a set of integral equations. Equations [9] and [10] are used to determine the concentration distribution of the corrosive species (Br2 in the Zn/Brz flow cell), thus the corrosion rate. Concentration changes are assumed to vary linearly in the separator from the anolyte bulk concentration to the catholyte bulk concentration. In the sepa}'ator, transport is assumed to occur by diffusion only. The governing equations in the flow channels are simply Cb.A = a constant (specified)
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Cb.c = a constant (calculated) [22] where C represents the concentration of the corrosive species and subscripts b, A, and C, indicate the bulk, anolyte, and catholyte, respectively. In the separator, the flux of the corrosive species is Cb.A --Cb,C
Nsep = Ds~p [23] Ss
Equation [14] applies in the thin diffusion layer adjacent to the zinc electrode surface. The kinetics for the corro-sion reaction are assumed to be given by a pseudo firstorder rate expression R'i = kCo [24] where Co is the concentration of the corrosive species at the electrode surface. This reaction is assumed to be relatively insensitive to changes in potential because it is assumed that the corrosion potential would be much closer to the zinc reaction (reaction [2] ) equilibrium potential than to the bromine reaction (reaction [1] )equilibrium potential due to the relatively high exchange current density of reaction [2] and because of the mass-transfer resistance of bromine toward the zinc electrode. The algebraic and partial differential equations resulting from these assumptions are solved analytically using boundary conditions consistent with the assumptions stated above and using the superposition principle (31) . The integral equations which result are solved to obtain the concentration profile of the corrosive species and thus the corrosion rate. Lee and Selman (10) found that two dimensionless parameters, Ki and K2, govern the corrosion rate and its distribution along the cathode in their model. K, represents the ratio of mass-transfer resistance in the catholyte channel to kinetic resistance of the corrosion process at the zinc electrode. K2 represents the ratio of diffusion resistance in the separator to kinetic resistance of the corrosion process at the zinc electrode. The concentration of the corrosive species is plotted vs. K, and Ks, and it is shown that corrosion is at a minimum for large values of K~ and small values of K,. Using an experimentally determined diffusion coefficient for bromine and an estimated value for k in Eq. [24] , an average zinc corrosion rate in a typical Zn/Br2 flow cell was determined to be about 1 mA/cm 2.
This corrosion current density value seems reasonable for open-circuit conditions, but it is unlikely that zinc corrodes on charge because zinc is being deposited. That is, the corrosion reaction of zinc Zn(s) + Br2(aq) --* Zn 2+ (aq) + -Br-(aq) [25] requires that zinc metal enter the solution which does not happen on charge. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 where it is shown that the difference between the potential of the zinc electrode and the adjacent solution (V~ r is less than the open-circuit potential for the zinc electrode (Uz,,rr This must be true, otherwise zinc would not be deposited. Thus, on charge, zinc is deposited and bromine is reduced, as shown in Fig. 3 by points A and B, respectively. These arguments assume that V~ -r is the same everywhere over the zinc surface, whereas there may exist regions of differing potential, perhaps below Uz,,~f. The authors believe that these regions do not contribute significantly to the overall kinetics and that the foregoing arguments hold true. However, it should be pointed out that this matter is still under investigation (32, 33) . Finally, significant disagreement between the concentration profile of the corrosive species proposed by Lee and Selman (10) in Fig. 2 of their paper and the concentration profile of Br2 in Fig. 8 of Evans and White (14) suggests that the bulk electrolyte concentrations should not be treated as constants. This suggestion applies to all the thin diffusion layer models. Also, the anolyte bulk concentration is a set quantity in Lee and Selman's model (10) . The feed concentration is more appropriately used as a known quantity and the steady-state concentration profile is a quantity to be calculated.
An algebraic Zn/Br2 battery modeh--Van
Zee et al. (12) presented a simple algebraic model of Exxon's design (3, (6) (7) (8) of the Zn/Br2 battery which can be used to predict the energy efficiency of the battery for various electrolyte resistivities and cell dimensions. This model is used to help select design parameters to minimize the energy losses in the battery due to pumping the electrolyte and due to the protective energy required to reduce shunt currents. The model includes the recirculation system, as shown schematically in Fig. 1 , and is based on the cell geometry shown in Fig. 2 .
Van Zee et al. (12) calculate the energy efficiency of the Zn/Br~ battery as
where Er is the energy capacity of the battery, E, is the input energy to the battery, ESD and Esc are the protective energies required to minimize shunt current losses during discharge and charge, respectively, and E,D and E,c are the pumping energies during discharge and charge, respectively. Ohm's law is used to calculate Ec and El, given the appropriate current densities and estimated cell resistance. The cell resistance is calculated by multiplying the electrolyte resistance by the sum of the effective electrolyte thicknesses of the anolyte channel, separator, and catholyte channel. This "effective thickness" concept was used earlier by Putt (4) to account for the higher resistance offered by the separator relative to the surrounding electrolyte. Van Zee et ah (12) used effective thicknesses for three regions of the cell to account for the "tortuosity" and "porosity" of each region. The equations for Eso and Esc are derived for the system using Kirchoffs loop and node rules and are given by Grimes et al. (7) . EeD and Epc are determined based on calculated pressure drops and an assumed pump efficiency. The algebraic set of equations which result from the analysis are solved in sequence given the cell dimensions, physical properties, and operating conditions.
Van Zee et al. (12) used their model to show that the energy efficiency of the Zn/Br~ battery is a complicated function of the electrolyte resistivity and electrolyte channel width when all other geometric parameters and physical properties are specified. They showed that a maximum energy efficiency (79.6%) exists at a certain electrolyte resistivity (5.5 ~-cm) for a given channel width (0.062 in.). Also, the the model is used to show that an optimal separator thickness exits for a given set of design criteria.
The model presented by Van Zee et al. (12) is useful for obtaining rough estimates of energy efficiencies for an entire Zn/Br2 battery, but it is of limited utility for the design of an individual Zn/Br2 flow cell. The model is based on the assumption of constant electrolyte resistivity throughout charge and discharge, whereas this property would change as the concentrations of the species change. The transport taking place inside the cell is treated in an approximate manner; for example, the tortuosity and porosity are arbitrarily specified. The kinetics of the electrochemical reactions are not included in the model.
Other Zn/Br2 cell models.--Mader and White (13) and Evans and White (14) present mathematical models for the Zn/Br~ flow cell which predict the performance of the cell as a function of the cell dimensions and operating conditions. The model by Evans and White (14) is an extension of the model by Mader and White (13) . Both models follow the modeling approach outlined by White et al. (24) . Performance criteria of interest to cell designers, such as conversions per pass and total cell efficiency on charge, are defined by Mader and White and are calculated based on predicted concentration and potential distributions. Like the previously discussed models, these two models were developed to aid in understanding the physical phenomena occurring within the Zn/Br2 cell and to determine ways of improving cell efficiency. The models attempt to account for as many of the cell features as is possible because of the belief that "detailed" models offer the most realistic and, hence, useful predictions for battery development. Also such models can be used to study the many aspects of the system and how they interact to affect overall performance.
The governing equations are the mass balance for each species, Eq. [9] , in two dimensions and the electroneutrality condition Z cizi = 0 [27] i Equation [10] is used to describe the flux of each species in the flow channels. In the separator, the convection term in Eq. [10] is neglected and effective diffusivities are used. In the channels, the species mass balances are simplified by deleting certain partial derivative terms because they can be shown to be small relative to the other terms in the equation. Specifically, when the aspect ratio (c~ = S/L) is small, the diffusion and migration terms of the flux expression in the x (axial) direction are negligible relative to the diffusion and migration terms in the y (radial) direction as demonstrated by Nguyen et al. (27) . Equation [11] is used to describe the electrode kinetics. The homogeneous, chemical reaction [4] is included in both models and is assumed to be at equilibrium according to the equilibrium constant given by Eigen and Kustin (18) KeqCBr~---17M-' [28] eR r --err2
The parasitic reduction of bromine at the zinc electrode, reaction [3] , is also accounted for in both models. The resulting dimensionless equations are solved by using the finite difference technique and Newman's BAND(J) subroutine (22, 34) . The solution technique is an iterative one and requires reasonable initial guesses of the unknowns (the dimensionless concentration of each species, 0i, and the solution potential, ~P). The kinetic parameters used in both models were obtained by Mader (35) by fitting model predictions to the current density data in the literature (3). Mader and White used their model to show the effects of the design criteria on.cell performance. The independent adjustable design parameters in Mader and White's model were found to be the residence time of the electrolyte in the cell (L/vavg), the flow channel width (SA), the effective separator thickness (NmSs), and the applied cell potential (Ece,~). These independent parameters are used as input to the model, the equation set is solved for the unknowns (01, r and performance criteria (e.g., cou]ombic efficiency, voltaic efficiency, total efficiency, and conversion per pass) are calculated. Coulombic efficiency is a measure of the fraction of current which passes through the zinc electrode and produces the desired zinc deposition, reaction [2] , as opposed to the parasitic bromine reduction, reaction [3] . Voltaic efficiency is the ratio of the theoretical potential necessary for charging the cell to the actual applied potential. The product of the coulombic and voltaic efficiencies is the total efficiency. Not only are performance criteria determined at the initial state of charge, but they are calculated at states of charge ranging from 0% Zn 2+ plated to about 35% Zn 2+ plated. The percent Zn 2+ plated is a quantity used to follow the state of charge (3) and is calculated using the conversion per pass of Zn ~ § as described by Mader (35) . The state of charge is changed by running consecutive steady-state cases and using the average output concentrations from one run as the feed concentrations for the next run. A similar approach (i.e., consecutive steady states) was used earlier by Lee (11) to approximate the time dependent behavior of the cell. Mader and White found that cell efficiency decreases as the effective separator thickness increases at the initial state of charge. However, larger effective separator thicknesses yield high cell efficiencies at later states of charge. Also, residence time was shown to have a small effect on cell efficiency.
Their model is useful because it can be used to predict product conversions and energy efficiencies for a separated cell having multiple electrode reactions. However, the model neglects several features of the physical SYStem as shown in Table II . It should be noted that Mader and White (13) did not consider the terminal effect in their model, but that this feature could be added by using the current balance of Lee and Selman (9), Eq. [18] , as a boundary condition, and treating the electrode potential as an unknown.
Evans and White (14) augmented the model presented by Mader and White to include a thin porous layer on the bromine electrode (see Fig. 4 ), the capability to generate predictions for the discharge half cycle, and the ability to make predictions for constant current operating conditions. The model can be used to calculate design criteria, as defined by Mader and White, for both the charge and discharge half cycles. Evans and White define a round trip energy efficiency which can be calculated from the predictions for any given charge/discharge cycle.
The governing equations of this model include those used in the work of Mader and White and the equations used to describe the porous bromine electrode. The material balance equation for species i in the porous layer is Eq. [9] where the production term, R~, is replaced by Ri = R~ + R'i [29] R~ is the production of species i due to reaction in the electrolyte within the pores (homogeneous reaction) and R'~ is the rate of production of species i due to the electrochemical reactions that the species may be involved in on the pore surfaces (heterogenous reaction) and is given by a Sij ij R' i ~ -~_j j nj F [30] In Eq. [30] , a is the specific electroactive surface area of the porous material and i~ is the current density, due to electrochemical reaction j based on the electroactive surface area within the porous electrode, ij is calculated using Eq. [11] . Since convective transport is assumed to be negligible in the porous region, Eq. [10] without the convection term is used to calculate the flux of each species within the porous layer. Evans and White used their model to determine the effects of the mass transfer and electrokinetics in the porous bromine electrode on the round trip performance of the cell. They found that increasing the porous bromine electrode thickness increased the cell efficiency. The model predictions, for the kinetic parameters used, showed that reaction controlled conditions existed where diffusion of reactive species into and out of the porous electrode was virtually uninhibited. The independent adjustable parameters in Evans and White's model were determined to be the residence time of electrolyte in the cell (L/vavg), the flow channel width (SA), the MacMullin number of the separator material (N,,) , the thickness of the separator (Ss), the thickness of the porous electrode (SpE), the MacMullin number of the porous electrode (N~,pE), the specific surface area of the porous electrode material (a), and, either the applied cell potential (Er or the applied current density (in). For the porous electrode thicknesses investigated, the predictions showed that greater round trip energy efficiencies result for thicker porous electrodes. Evans and White show that round trip energy efficiencies of about 70% should be possible for the Zn/Br2 cell.
Evans and White's model is perhaps the most complete of all the cell models discussed in that it accounts for many features of the cell and does not require many of the simplifying assumptions made in the development of the other models (4, (9) (10) (11) (12) . For example, the assumptions of constant bulk concentrations, no homogeneous chemical reactions, and no diffusion contribution to the flux in the separator. The model can be used to determine the effects of the design criteria on cell performance for a full charge/discharge cycle. The kinetic parameters used, as mentioned earlier, were taken from the work of Mader and White (13) and are listed in Table II of that paper. Other kinetic parameters may produce a diffusion limited condition, which may also be of interest. Given experimental results from a working cell, the model should provide an excellent means of determining certain system parameters such as diffusivities, D~, and electrokinetic constants, ioj.~f, a~j, and acj. The model would have to be embedded within a parameter estimation scheme, such as ZXSSQ in the IMSL software library (36) , so that model predictions could be fitted to the experimental data by finding the "best" values for these system parameters. Unfortunately, very little experimental data for the Zn/Br2 sYstem is currently available.
Summary and Recommendations
Models of the Zn/Br2 flow cell have been used to show the important design criteria for improving cell performance. The models of Putt (4), Lee and Selman (9, 10), and Lee (11) have provided important information for improving current density distributions. The model by Van Zee et al. (12) has been used to show how certain design parameters can be changed to achieve an optimum overall performance for the entire Zn/Br2 battery system. Mader and White (13) and Evans and White (14) have established many of the independent design parameters for an individual cell and have shown how to improve cell efficiency, via changes in these design criteria.
Future modeling work of the Zn/B:}2 battery should include features not yet accounted for by existing models. For example, the model by Evans and White (14) should be extended to include zinc complexing (reactions [5] - [8] ), a second bromine-rich phase, time dependence (i.e., the dynamic problem), and a self-contained recirculation system consisting of a cell, the two electrolyte storage tanks, and the connecting piping. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS specific eleetroactive surface area of the porous electrode, cm -1 concentration of species i, mol/cm 3 reference concentration of species i, mol/cm ' concentration of corrosive species in the anolyte bulk, kmol/m ~ concentration of corrosive species in the catholyte bulk, kmol/m 3 concentration of corrosive species at the electrode surface, kmol/m 3 diffusion coefficient of species i, cm2/s effective diffusivity of the corrosive species in the separator, m2/s applied cell potential (= Va --Vc), V energy capacity of the battery not including auxiliaries, J energy input to battery not including auxiliaries, J energy required for pumping electrolyte on charge, J energy required for pumping electrolyte on discharge, J energy required for shunt current protection on charge, J energy required for shunt current protection on discharge, J Faraday's constant, 96,487 C/mol total cell current, A current density, A/m ~ current density vector, A/m 2 current density in separator, A/m s current density due to electrochemical reaction j total current density at zinc electrode (= I/LW), A/cm 2 exchange current density of electrochemical reaction j, A/cm 2 electronic current density in negative electrode, A/cm 2 electronic current density in positive electrode, A/cm 2 faradaic current density at the surface of the negative electrode, A/cm ~ faradaic current density at the surface of the positive electrode, A/cm 2 average current density, A/cm 2 average dimensionless current density first-order electrochemical reaction rate constant, m/s equilibrium constant for tri-bromide reaction, cm3/mol electrode length, cm residence time of the reactor, s flux vector of species i, mol (cm 2 x s) flux of corrosive species through separator, mol/(m2s) flux of species entering the channel from the separator, mol/(m2s) MacMullin number in the separator MacMullin number in the porous electrode effective separator thickness, cm anodic reaction order of species i in reaction j cathodic reaction order of species i in reaction j gas law constant, 8.314 J/(mol • K) production rate of species i due to reaction, mol/(cm 3 x s) production rate of species i due to homogeneous reaction, mol/(cm 3 • s) production rate of species i due to electro- 
